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Ricoh 500G This manual camera library is designed for reference and historical purposes, all rights reserved. This page is © 2001 by M. Butkus, New Jersey. This page cannot be sold or distributed without the express permission of the manufacturer of the Online Camera Manual Library If you find this guide useful, how about a donation
of $3: M. Butkus, 29 Lake Ave., High Bridge, NJ 08829 This will help me continue to take this site, buy new guides, and pay for their transportation costs. It's going to make you feel better, isn't it? If you're using Pay Pal, use the link below. Use the above address for check, M.O. or cash. CLICK here to continue the full HTML MANUAL
Click here for the PDF version Back to my main page of the Hi Camera Guide, everything! I have a problem with my 500g: the exposure meter remains steady a... on deviance_ 2 months ago my camera ricoh 500gx, diagfragma blade is not nearly stuck at 2.8 I do not know how t ... by zianhuda 10 months ago a fairly common problem
with ricoh 500g and easy to fix, the first screw from ri ... As the name says! Where did you get 500G? Mine came from Italy! My ate... Hi, I bought this camera recently, only to discover that it will not focus and ... The shutter speed ring on my 500G is lined up at all speeds, besides... I just got the Ricoh 500 and everything works perfectly
except for one thing: sh... by bullying 29 months ago hello! I recently bought a cute ricoh 500me Wich light meter does not work .... pink waves 39 months ago Hello, first, I would like to apologize because of the placement on this group. With 500GX gro... by ShutterStrereo 50 months ago Hi, I just bought my first Ricoh 500g and have a
problem with the light mete ... Bill Lytton 62 months ago I stopped using my 500GX after getting some very incompatible light meter re... Hello world! Is the camera battery-free fully working? Except... More... Finding a discussion of this group is fast, but the entire barrel lens has 2 screws freely making it pull apart from the body camera. Its
easy to fix and I just have to put some grip on the screws so they hold. What is the best way to disassemble the barrel of the lens? 1:19AM, 17 May 2010 PDT (Perm) there is no easy way to disassemble the camera. ;/ But start by peeling back the leatherette at the front. Centuries ago (permalink) To get the lens barrel off, start with a non-
slack jagged ring inside the front of the lens. Once it's screwed inside the lens the barrel (bit with the inscription on it) comes out and you can see some screws underneath that. I had a loose lens barrel, and these threads tightened it. Be aware of the small plastic tab that should to another small tab in the barrel lens (to account for to work
when the shutter rate changes). The mine was broken, but I was able to repair it. This will give you an idea of what I'm talking about: a long time ago (permalink) (permalink) for a free account, or log in (if you're already a member). Hello, everybody! I have a problem with my 500g: the exposure meter remains steady a... on deviance_ 2
months ago my camera ricoh 500gx, diagfragma blade is not nearly stuck at 2.8 I do not know how t ... by zianhuda 10 months ago a fairly common problem with ricoh 500g and easy to fix, the first screw from ri ... As the name says! Where did you get 500G? Mine came from Italy! My ate... Hi, I bought this camera recently, only to
discover that it will not focus and ... The shutter speed ring on my 500G is lined up at all speeds, besides... I just got the Ricoh 500 and everything works perfectly except for one thing: sh... by bullying 29 months ago hello! I recently bought a cute ricoh 500me Wich light meter does not work .... pink waves 39 months ago Hello, first, I would
like to apologize because of the placement on this group. With 500GX gro... by ShutterStrereo 50 months ago Hi, I just bought my first Ricoh 500g and have a problem with the light mete ... Bill Lytton 62 months ago I stopped using my 500GX after getting some very incompatible light meter re... Hello world! Is the camera battery-free fully
working? Except... More... Search discussion of this group I'm new to 500G and impressed with its performance. Replaced light seals - quite simple. But mysteriously, the front glass cover (one with the matte part) was released (and before I knew what was going on, saw that I could not concentrate (range covered?)). Long and short in the
opening of the free glass lid shortly afterwards, I pushed it exactly the wrong way and it crashed into three pieces. I plan to take a replacement from the Sears-badged one that I bought. So how do you disassemble and replace the glass cover? So far took off two leatherettes and see four screws under it. But the first lens of the barrel
should move away. Also, what, if any, is connected from the body to the front cover or lens barrel? Have clips hold a glass lid or have glue - can't tell with the lid in place. Some have been answered in the previous post, but want to make sure I have all the possible information - because otherwise 500G is good and wouldn't want to make
things worse. Thank you! 5:54 p.m., 26 December 2010 PDT (Perm) First - STOP BREAKING IT. This will help a lot as you work on camera. Four screws will release the front cover. To remove it you need to release (not remove) three tiny screws holding the fstop ring to remove it, and remove the shutter speed handles. And you have to
remove the self-timer lever with a pin screw in front of it. That's all it takes to take the cover off. www.flickr.com/photos/20489253@N05/5312221872/in/set-7215... Everything about the glass is obvious inside the lid. He With glue. Work very carefully with the solvent, so as not to break the glass. Originally originally originally not original 119
months ago. Leo edited the subject 119 months ago. Thank you very much Leo! Clear instructions made me more than halfway with removing the glass lid from donor Sears. It's amazing to see how well the glass was glued into the metal recess lid, given the 500G glass came completely loose. I used something like Goo Gone to soften
the glue, but the hard part was getting to the glue under the glass. A night of soaking doesn't do that. I resorted to thin blades made of disposable razors. Spent one end with needle nose pliers sliding the other end under the glass gently. Now the fun part: installing glass in 500G. 119 months ago (permalink) acetone softens the contact
cement used on cameras. You may have to scratch and work on the surface to get the solvent into the glue. Acetone is usually found in nail polish removal or in the paint section of the hardware store. Originally published 119 months ago. Leo edited the subject 119 months ago. Thank you again, Leo. Put 500G back together and put the
rice here: www.flickr.com/photos/rufousfelix/53607. The donor camera, Sears RF, is in rather sad shape. Now not only lacks a glass lid, but I found what looks like the corrosion of the salty air around the base of the barrel lens, broken wire when the battery comes into contact (the light counter does not work) - some mushrooms like
aberration in the lens. The shutter, however, is solid. Looks like a project/apprentice camera now. 119 months ago (permalink) I hope you saved broken pieces of glass. You can fashion replacements from plastic or other thin glass. Doesn't have to be perfect or, like the original, just good enough to bring to work. I doubt the shutter is
anywhere near properly if the rest of the camera is in this shape. It looks like the camera will be a major top/bottom/lens clean and repair project. Should keep you busy for a long time. :) Originally published 119 months ago. Leo edited the subject 119 months ago. Sign up for a free account or how to tweet (if you're already a member).
Photo.net Forums Photography's Equipment zgt; Classic Hand Cams 'gt; Discussion in Classic Hand Cameras, launched by davecaz, April 18, 2018. (You must log in or register to respond here.) Photo.net Photography Forums Forums ( Photrio.com 100% Analog/Traditional) Photrio.com Photos Home Forums are an analog workflow
forum (100% Analog/traditional) of the 'gt; analog equipment' building cameras, renovations and qgt; qgt; qgt; qgt; qgt;
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